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May 17, 1963 .
Hello Dear Marina and Alek
We received your congratulations . We were very pleased and extremely grateful .
It fell into my hands at the beginning of May . I don't know when it was sent,
because Inna (Inesa) did not come to me. I don't know why, and I am not able
to read the date.
Our Yulya is fully four months old ; (born February 11, also 2 weeks earlier than
expected, after the example of June) weight 3 .100 (kilograms) .
From the very beginning, she ate much, and accordingly grew a lot, but I thought
maybe all that would be proven in the course of time .
From the beginning of the second month she was weaned . Now I give her juices,
cereal, cod liver oil, vitamin D2 .
I very much want to know, how your daughter June is growing . Did you have
much trouble up to the first year? Now she is probably already running .
Great greetings from your unknown Aunt Olya and Uncle Kolya and small friend
Yulya who live on the other side of the world.
Yulya likes to babble, and strongly works her arms and legs, and enjoys basking
in the sun and smiles . (I already am dressing her in small overalls . She is so
happy in them .)
That is so Marina. It is unbelievable that I have a daughter already. How
unexpectedly and comparatively easy this happened . My husband has become a
tender father and a more attentive husband.
Please write how you are ; after all, I don't know anything about you . It has
been approximately half a year. We will be patiently awaiting a reply .
We kiss and hug warmly the three of you . We wish you happy week days and the
very gayest of holidays .
Until we meet again (I hope we will sometime)
Olya, Kolya, Yulya
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